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Now…Media & Migration



Research gaps: Media & Migration
Lecheler, Matthes & Boomgaarden, 2019

• International comparative studies rare

• (Western) Euro- and US-centrism

• Rich methodological toolkit: content analysis, survey
(experiments), computation methods (sentiment analysis, topic
modeling, network analysis…)

BUT – Marginal attention to visuals!
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Content of migration media representation: 
What do we know?

• Limited framing repertoire of journalists concerning migration news, 
mostly negative valence (Eberl et al., 2018)

• Difference between serious/tabloid media in usage of term 
refugee/migrant (Moore, Berry, & Garcia-Blanco, 2018)

• Populist political communication strategies (exclusion of the others, 
collusion of the others with the elites…) as a feature of media 
content on migration (Aalberg et al., 2016 & 2019)



Three
elements of

populism

Aalberg et al. (2016); Jagers & Walgrave (2007)
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A riddle wrapped up in an
enigma?

…a need to dig deeper?



Welcome to the sprawling web of alternative
media!
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Case in point: The Parliament Letters

Populism through media ✔
Populism by media ✔

Populist citizen journalism✔
(Aalberg et al.,2016)



databoutique.cz



Effects of migration media representation: 
What do we know?

Eberl et al., 2018
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Media effects: audience attitudes

• Causality dilemma – survey experiments as a (partial) solution?

• Framing of migration as a threat -> attitudes

• Framing of migration as a humanitarian catastrophe/victims -> attitudes

• Exposure to commercial media (vs public) -> attitudes

• Prevalence of media migration content <-> votes for anti-immigration parties

• Limitation: keep in mind the country bias, various forms of media differentiation
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How can (media) sociology help to 
understand the media-migration nexus 

within broader social context?
• Micro-level: development of media systems and media ownership & journalistic 

profession (Toepfl, 2013)

• Macro-level: comparative international surveys & experiments (Urbániková & 
Volek, 2018)

• Audience of the anti-systemic alt-media (Štětka, Mazák & Vochocová, 2020)

• Development of alt-media concept (Hájek & Carpentier, 2015; Holt et al., 2019)

• Critical perspectives on migration studies (Anderson, 2018)



Data: random sample of 30 migration articles in Czech mainstream media, 2018



Data: random sample of 30 migration articles in Czech alternative media, 2018



Discussion



Discussion
Please compare the two word clouds from Czech mainstream and anti-systemic 

alternative media 

• You can focus on some of the following:

• What sort of differences between both word clouds can you observe?

• How could (media) sociology contribute to the understanding of the media 
polarization in regards to the migration reporting and its effects?

• Do you think that, with the pandemic (hopefully) gone, migration will be
brought back to the fore of the attention in European media coverage?
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